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April 2016
April 6 - Business Mtng—Signature 6pm
April 7 - Vince & Mary Van Velzer get to
fly in a Stearman — KFUL
Join the cheering squad—
Coordinate with Colleen—714-757-2051

OC 99s Facebook page: facebook.com/OC99s

Come join us

Staying Safe in the Air
In-Flight Emergencies in Light Aircraft
Our valued member Mary Van Velzer does not
get around easily these days so we are
taking the meeting to her.

April 13 - General Meeting

WHEN: Wednesday April 13

April 16 - Fly-in Big Bear **
Coordinate with Colleen —714-757-2051

WHERE: Rowntree Gardens Senior Living
12151 Dale Ave - Garden Room
Stanton, CA, 90680-3847.
(Between Chapman Ave & Lampson Ave)

Apr 22-24, 2016—Spring Section Meeting
Flabob Airport/Riverside
http://ninetynines.net/sws99sFlabob/index.asp
May 4 - Business Mtng—Signature 6pm
May 11 - General Meeting—Mimi’s Restaurant,
Long Beach—Meet Rosie the Riverter
Coming Soon - Flying Companion Seminar

TIME: 6:30—Snacks & Yaks
7:00—Mini Business Meeting
7:30—Featured Speaker
Our guest speaker is Claudia Ferguson. You have
been reading her safety articles in our Plane Tales,
now you will be able to hear her first-hand and ask
those nagging safety questions. She will
share her wisdom on “In-flight
Emergencies in Light Aircraft.”

June 15 - Pilot of the Year Banquet
July 5-10 - 99s International Conference
Ottawa Canada www.99sottawa2016.com
OUR MISSION --The Ninety-Nines is the
International organization of women pilots
that promotes advancement of aviation through
education, scholarships, and mutual
support while honoring our unique
history and sharing our passion for
flight.

Refreshment Committee
The following members volunteered to bring refreshments
Colleen Handrahan

Becky Valdez

According to our refreshment rotation—the following
members are on deck for goodies:
Brenda Jackson
Melissa Johnson

CJ McMullin
Emi Kennedy

Additional volunteers are always welcome.

I’m so proud of our chapter members. On a beautiful Saturday in
March, twenty members hopped through the hoops required to get
past the gates at KSNA and join the working party in Julie McCoy
Schafer’s hangar. Luckily her beautiful Baron was out for it’s annual
check up so we had the run of the space.
Our mission—to successfully assemble the exciting goodie bags that our chapter is creating for the Spring meeting of the
Southwest Section. Along the way we handled some business, helped each other with flying questions, listened to many
success stories, and broke bread together (a fabulous and healthy spread provided by Julie*.Many thanks!).
The teamwork was evident at each table. We successfully stuffed 110 goodie bags. Our Southwest Section members
will enjoy the contents put together to provide education while honoring our unique history and passion for flight.
The meeting will be in our backyard (well, almost). Plan on coming to Flabob Airport on Saturday, April 23.
Go to http://ninetynines.net/sws99sFlabob/index.asp to register.
We received another treat—the unveiling of our essay contest poster. It is OUTSTANDING. The contest is the brainchild
of Diane Titterington-Machado who has worked for over two years to bring this to fruition. We are SO fortunate to have
Cheryl Cotman give her time and talent to creating the poster. Now it is up to us to get the word out. (More about this
later in this issue.)
This month of April is “celebrate Mary & Vince Van Velzer” month. Mary & her sweetie, Vince (who turns 95 on April 9)
are 2 of 8 to receive a Dream Flight in a Stearman. Check out page 66 in the April edition of AOPA magazine. It talks
about the organization sponsoring these flights. Colleen is organizing a cheering squad to go to Fullerton Airport, AFI
FBO on Thursday April 7. Mary flies at 4pm and Vince at 5pm. Then the following week on Wednesday, April 13 we will
hold our General Meeting in the Garden Room where Mary & Vince reside.
We honor and take care of our own.
That’s all for now. I need to hop to my other tasks.

Irene

March 19, 2016
My first fly-in and great times gallivanting with the girls!
Diane Myers, Fan Dai , a Xeroxed version of Irene, and I had an awesome little adventure over the
weekend meeting up with a group of gals at F70 for lunch at the French Valley Airport Cafe.
Before the flight, Diane diligently monitored the weather for both locations while Fan and I chatted about
the incredible amount of multitasking being a pilot requires and the stark contrast to the linear focus used
in engineering and maintenance.
When we were ready to depart, the ATIS at SNA reported 1500 overcast and calm wind, but we ended up
entering the clouds around 1200' and climbed above at about 2200'. Fan and I were in awe at our first
experience with IFR flight in GA Aircraft. Diane made it all look so easy!

Diane & Fan flying to French Valley

Sarah & Irene enjoying the
view from the back seats

We flew overhead the departure end of
Rwy 18 to enter left downwind, F70

Along the way Diane explained some of the turbulence we experienced as we passed over the mountain
and pointed out traffic for us to keep an eye out for.
Once we arrived, we met Claudia and marveled at the exquisite new interior in her Cessna Cardinal. She
has the most beautiful creamy leather and a chipper little cardinal embroidered on each seat. So sorry
girls, I was too busy ogling the craftsmanship that I forgot to take photos!
At lunch, we had a chance to share stories with Becky, her sister Suzan, friend Pat and Becky's delightful
mother Jan. We chatted about our love of aviation, Fan's childhood in China, and Jan's penchant for
holiday themed costumes.
After lunch, we said our goodbyes and traveled to SNA through a few clouds for Fan's 1600 lesson. It was
such a good day with a great group of friends!
-Sarah Hufnagel

Diane, Sarah, Fan, & Irene & the 172
back at SNA

Sarah & Diane flying back to SNA

SFV 99 Claudia Ferguson,
OC 99s: Becky Valdez,
Fan Dai, “flat Irene”,
Diane Myers,
Sarah Hufnagel

Flying to French Valley with Diane Myers and Sarah Hufnagel On Saturday, March 19, it was my first time flying with Diane and Sarah to French
Valley. As a new member to the 99s, I have always known the French Valley café being
one of the famous gathering spots for passionate pilots. Thanks to Diane’s kind
invitation and my flight instructor Adam's flexibility to move my flight lesson from
morning to afternoon, I was finally able to go. Sat morning when I woke up, I cannot
hold my excitement, since this was my first time being in a Cessna other than the
SportsStar that I train in. Although the weather was overcast the whole morning, Diane,
Sarah and I still took off in a Cessna 172 with IFR clearance. We flew into clouds and
climbed above them right away. Felt like we are on top of tons of puffy marshmallows. Clouds cleared up
fairly quickly when we started to approach French Valley. I was glad the Cessna 172 was more stable and not
as jittery as the tiny SportsStars, as I always experience the “stomach-sinking” feeling during bumpy rides. I
taxied and flew for part of the flight with Diane’s help, and Diane explained patiently to all my related
questions, as I am a student Pilot myself going for my private license. It was such an enjoyable and
memorable experience! We met up with Claudia, Becky and her family at the French Valley café and had a
great lunch. I especially loved the Cardinal’s half-rectangular tire chock that Claudia has; it was one of the
best ideas I have ever seen!
I feel so fortunate to have found the 99s and the ladies, as I can always learn so much and have fun at the
same time. Sarah and I talked for pretty much the whole day, and since we are the same age, we shared
mutual experiences and struggles, and encouraged each other to pursue our passion in aviation. My
commitment and dedication to obtain my private license this year is further confirmed, as the more I fly, the
more I become aware of how much
I love airplanes and flying!
I can’t wait to be at the next event!

Claudia proudly shows off her new interior
with custom red Cardinals

Fan & Irene enjoying the flight back to SNA

Claudia Ferguson’s Cardinal from CNO & 172 from SNA

- From Fan Dai

Fan, Irene, & Sarah clowning around after pushing the
172 back into its parking spot at SNA

Flying in Myanmar ~
The hot air balloon was a few hundred feet off the ground before it finally felt like we were flying—even then, it only
felt like flying because we could look down at the crew waving farewell to
us from below. The basket was so stable, the air so calm, it was difficult to
believe we were being carried up and away by a balloon. It wouldn’t be
long before we were high above the temples we’d been visiting by scooter
the day before.
My friend Roy and I were in the middle of a two week trip through
Myanmar (formerly Burma). We rang in the New Year in Shanghai then
journeyed on to Yangon. After visiting Yangon and Mt. Kyaiktiyo, we took
the long bus ride to the ancient city of Bagan. Temples—approximately
two thousand of them—are scattered across the plains of Bagan. Some are well-maintained while others are in ruins,
but all are close to a thousand years old. The common way to explore the temples is by renting a scooter and riding
down the many dirt paths, armed with a map for direction and a flashlight for the dark rooms and staircases. But the
magical, once-in-a-lifetime-experience kind of way to see the temples is by hot air balloon at sunrise. We chose both!
Our second morning in Bagan, we were picked up
early at our lodge and taken to the field where we
had our preflight lesson on ballooning. Our pilot,
Barry, told us more about the tour company and
explained what was expected of us as passengers as
we drank the provided coffee and the crew prepared
our balloon. On the initial ascent, we rose to 2000’
AGL for an expansive view of the plains and the
Irrawaddy River. Then we slowly descended,
maintaining an altitude of 700-900’ AGL as we glided above the temples of the Bagan
Archaeological Zone.

The crew raced to meet us as Barry lowered our balloon in a field
he’d deemed appropriate for landing. We were treated to a
champagne breakfast in the field to end the tour, and our group
listened with rapt attention as Barry told of the history of
ballooning and described his adventures in flying all over the
world. Personally, I thought flying in a hot air balloon over Kenya
might be something to add to my “bucket list.” But I will cherish
the memory of my first experience in a hot air balloon being over
an ancient city in Myanmar.
-Heather Bradley

Useful information from our Membership Chair, Diane TM
DO YOU WANT A LIST OF OUR OC99 MEMBERS?
Go to http://www.ninety-nines.org/
Under JOIN US, select MEMBERS ONLY —
Log in, then select DIRECTORY —
Under Chapter, pull down ORANGE COUNTY, select Search —
A list of our chapter members appears —
Select the light gray PDF at the bottom, then print (4 pages) —
This has the latest phone numbers, addresses and emails.
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...

Tours of many of the air museums:
Click on any of the museum pictures, within
the link below, for a photo tour of each.

http://www.vgbimages.com/AirMuseums

All Orange County 99 Hands On Deck
Our exciting Essay Contest for 10 flying
lessons is under way.
We need the help of ALL OF OUR
MEMBERS to post our Essay Contest
posters in 93 Orange County High Schools
and Junior Highs. Please read the essay
contest rules and letter to educators for
more information.
The printed poster is 24" X 36" in high resolution. Cheryl Cotman, our own OC99 member, artist
extraordinaire, designed this beautiful poster, using the photos I gathered over two years.
We can help inspire students—just by seeing the poster. Educators like flying for all the STEM
subjects it covers. English teachers like the contest for a unique writing assignment.
Go to the school office to get permission and help in displaying the poster. The school should have
their own tacks or tape for this. Please place in an area where all students will see it. We don't want
it hidden in a classroom. If you must leave before it is posted, would you stop by again to be sure it
is displayed?
Reading the letter to educators and rules will give you confidence to approach educators. A copy of
both the letter and the rules, to give the school principal, are with the posters.
Julie Schafer-McCoy has a supply of posters in her SNA hangar # 60 or you can get them from me
in San Clemente.
Please email me with the school name after the poster goes up, so we can track the schools.
Pam Doddridge is our angel sponsor for the printing of the posters. We are so grateful, Pam! We
have 100 posters, help make each one count. We want to inspire those outside of aviation to learn
to fly, so it is not appropriate for airport posting.
Thanks!
Diane Titterington
Membership Chairman
The Orange County Ninety-Nines
San Clemente, CA

March 10, 2016
TO: Teen Advocates
Why I Want to Learn to Fly Essay Contest
The Orange County Chapter of The Ninety-Nines, International Organization of Women Pilots
is sponsoring an Essay Contest on the topic of, Why I want to learn to fly. In 1929, NinetyNine of the current 117 licensed women pilots in the U.S. gathered, electing Amelia Earhart
the first President of the 99s. Today with thousands of members worldwide, the 99s
continue to promote aviation and mentor student pilots.
The Why I Want to Learn to Fly essay contest is open to ages 14 to 18, male or female. Ten
selected entries will each be awarded their first flying lesson at one of two premiere flight
schools at John Wayne Orange County Airport: Orange County Flight Center or Sunrise
Aviation. The winners will also receive a Rod Machado Pilot Kit. Total value of each package
is $500.
Teachers and parents know the importance of STEM topics; science, technology, engineering
and math. We agree. Aviation training incorporates all of these subjects in a fun, hands-on
way. After their first flying lesson, we’ve seen students of every academic level become
more excited about STEM topics. Not only do they study more earnestly, they develop
greater confidence in themselves and experience an authentic increase in self esteem.
Aviation teaches us that when students learn something new they become something new.
That’s why students in flight training quickly mature in their general judgment and decision
making skills.
For students who want a career in aviation, the timing couldn't be better. The need for pilots
is cyclical and now is the perfect time to consider pursuing that career. Boeing Aircraft
forecast that 558,000 new commercial airline pilots will be needed over the next 20 years.
There are additional pilot positions outside of the airlines, too. If you train for a flying career
now, you will most certainly have a job opportunity in the near future. This cannot be said
for many other career paths. If pursuing a position as a military pilot, your chances of
acceptance increase if you obtain your private pilot license first.
The percent of pilots who are women has remained under 10% since the beginning of flight.
This is puzzling as pilots receive equal pay, regardless of gender, and there is no glass
ceiling—other than those great windows. An aircraft does not recognize gender. So all
females (and males, too) are welcome. Tell us why you want to learn to fly for fun or career.
Express your passion, your dreams, your desires. Don’t hold back. Write a convincing essay
of 300 to 500 words and you might just be one of the 10 winners.
For the Why I Want to Learn to Fly Essay Contest rules go to: OC99s.SWS99s.org
We hope you will help us support STEM and display the Essay Contest poster to inspire.
Diane Titterington 949-498-2498

How to Enter the Essay Contest
Topic
Why I Want to Learn to Fly
Sponsoring Organization -- OC99s
The Orange County Chapter of The Ninety Nines, Inc., International Organization
of licensed women pilots from 35 countries, is sponsoring this essay contest. We
are a non-profit, charitable membership 501(c)(3) corporation. In 1929, all 117
American female pilots were invited to assemble for mutual support and the advancement of aviation. Amelia Earhart was elected President and the group was
named for the 99 charter members. Today The Ninety-Nines are professional pilots
for airlines, industry and government. We are pilots who teach flying and fly for
pleasure. We are women who love to fly and want to share the joy of flying! http://
www.ninety-nines.org/
Requirements
You must be 14 to 18 years of age at the time of entry, male or female
One submission per person
Entries must
Be 300 to 500 words
Be written in English
Be original to the applicant and not copied from other sources
Include name, address, phone, email and school.
Judging
10 winners will be selected by a judging panel of women pilots in the OC99s
Entries will be judged first on content, then on quality and neatness.
Write from your heart.
Submissions
Entries may be typed or hand written.
Send in PDF format by e-mail to: OCNinetyNines@gmail.com
Or send by US Mail to: D. Titterington
P.O. Box 6030
San Clemente, CA 92674-6030
Essays must be received on or before May 30, 2016.
Winners will be announced on June 20.

Award - Total value $500
The ten selected entries will be awarded one flight lesson at either of these two
premiere flight schools at John Wayne Orange County Airport:
Orange County Flight Center
19531 Campus Drive Suite 4
Santa Ana, CA 92707
Sunrise Aviation
19531 Campus Drive Suite 7
Santa Ana, CA 92707
A Rod Machado Pilot Kit which includes Rod Machado's Private Pilot Handbook, Private Pilot Audiobook, Private Pilot Workbook, How to Fly an Airplane
Handbook and How to Fly an Airplane Audiobook.
A parent or guardian must sign off before the student flies and receives the Pilot
Kit. If a winner cannot complete their flight before August 1st, the flight lesson and
the Pilot Kit will be awarded to the first runner up.

March Air Reserve Base
AirFest 2016: Thunder over the Empire!
Save the dates, April 16-17, 2016 for March Field’s first air show since 2012! Admission is free and the U.S.
Air Force Thunderbirds have been requested as the headliners! Please help us spread the word that these
dates were recently changed to accommodate the Thunderbirds’ schedule, but that these new dates are
firm.
Additional acts confirmed are the Patriots Jet Team, Robosaurus, the Camarillo Ward Birds demo (P-51,
Spitfire, Zero, Hellcat, Bearcat), Smoke N’ Thunder Jet Car, T-33 Shooting Star demo, War Dog AT-6 demo
by John Collver, Kent Pietsch and the Jelly Belly Piper Cub, John Melby and his Pitts S-2B, Vicy Benzing and
her Extra 300S, Sand Diego War Birds Trainer Parade (T-33, T-6, T-28, T-34, Stearmans, etc.), a parachute
team, C-17/KC-135 aerial display, C-17 ground display (Clown Car potential with Army/Marines). More acts
may be confirmed after the International Convention on Air Shows in December, such as Chuck Aaron and
the Red Bull helicopter, F-35 demo, Harrier demo, V-22 Osprey demo.
We will soon be announcing social media sites, created specifically for the air show, where you can get all
the current information, tips on what to bring, a list of things you cannot bring, ask questions, and voice
concerns. Watch The Beacon for the announcement or watch for it here or on Twitter @March_ARB. In the
meantime, if you have any air-show-specific questions, please email them to
452amw.paworkflow@us.af.mil.

Additional acts confirmed are the Patriots Jet Team, Robosaurus, the Camarillo Ward Birds demo (P-51, Spitfire, Zero,
Hellcat, Bearcat), Smoke N’ Thunder Jet Car, T-33 Shooting Star demo, War Dog AT-6 demo by John Collver, Kent
Pietsch and the Jelly Belly Piper Cub, John Melby and his Pitts S-2B, Vicy Benzing and her Extra 300S, Sand Diego War
Birds Trainer Parade (T-33, T-6, T-28, T-34, Stearmans, etc.), a parachute team, C-17/KC-135 aerial display, C-17
ground display (Clown Car potential with Army/Marines). More acts may be confirmed after the International
Convention on Air Shows in December, such as Chuck Aaron and the Red Bull helicopter, F-35 demo, Harrier demo, V22 Osprey demo.

Some Thoughts On Fueling Safety
Fueling accidents are few and far between, thank goodness! Most of us have been carefully
schooled on the steps needed to safely fuel an aircraft. We fuel our cars all the time, and I
think this may lead to a certain amount of complacency about gasoline. This is NOT a good or
safe way to think. This month, I thought I’d go over some points about fueling that are
important to me as a pilot who always does the fueling of her aircraft, and as reminder with a
little bit of food for thought.
One of the most important things on your pre-flight checklist is the fuel check. Unless you’re flying a glider, in
which case the tow plane had better have fuel, the engine in your aircraft is going to need fuel. By the way, in this
article, I make no differentiation between avgas and autogas. Both are exceptionally volatile and need to be
handled with great care. In fact, if you use autogas in your airplane, you need to be extra careful because you will
be transporting your fuel in cans to the airport and add those extra handling steps.
A big reason gasoline runs so well in a piston engine is that it can be ignited quickly by a
spark (plug) when it has been put into a fine mist (atomized) and mixed with an appropriate
amount of air by the carburetor or fuel injection system. Gasoline vapor is a lot easier to
burn than gasoline liquid. What that means to us during fueling is that if there is enough of
that vapor, a tiny little spark of static can ignite it. You really do not want this to happen
outside the engine cylinders. When fueling, those sparks can essentially be eliminated if
the fuel hose and the aircraft are electrically connected by a grounding wire. With the nozzle in your
(bare) hand, you are part of that same connection and all will be at the same electric potential, with
no sparks generated. If the aircraft is grounded, you should be safe from sparks. There are places
that will even remind you - I’ve seen some “smart” aircraft fuel pumps that will not dispense fuel
unless you verify that the aircraft has been grounded. Please keep in mind that very still air can allow vapor to
build up. Don’t mess with fuel in enclosed spaces! Electrical storms in near proximity can also spell trouble. If
there’s lightning in the area, better wait until it’s gone before fueling.
A long time ago, I heard enough things about fueling safety to convince me that nobody should fuel my aircraft but
me or someone I trust completely. Otherwise there are some important things I may not be certain of before I
leave the ground. I have yet to come across a fue
ling operation that has refused to allow me to take the ladder (needed for my high-wing Cardinal)
and the fuel nozzle and do my own fueling. In fact, to date, all are quite happy to let me do my
own fueling. The reasons I do it are that I want to know for certain about the following:
1)
fuel quantity
2)
fuel cap security
3)
airframe issues, namely filler neck cracking and paint scratches
Nothing can get you into more trouble than believing you have more fuel than is actually on board. You’ve
certainly heard the old adage about the 3 most useless things in aviation: the runway behind you, the airspace
above you and the fuel you left on the ground. Some time back, a Cardinal was destroyed during an emergency
landing on a golf course in Chino. The pilot, someone I know, walked away, but the aircraft was a total loss. The
sad part is that they were within 5 miles of their destination, Corona airport, where the pilot planned to buy fuel.
This was a VERY preventable disaster. You can easily determine how much fuel is in your tanks by looking, and
using a dip-stick or clear tube that you’ve calibrated. Some aircraft have holes in the filler neck or tabs that will
indicate a particular quantity. E.g., in my Cardinal which has 25 gal. tanks, if the fuel is up to the holes, I know I
have 22.5 gallons. Bottom line, which you know already, is: never, ever leave the ground unless you know that
the fuel onboard will take you where you want to go and meet the FARs regarding minimum time past your
destination for your VFR or IFR flight. One quick word about fuel gauges in light aircraft – they’re notoriously
unreliable, which is why you want to eyeball your fuel quantity. However, when in doubt, if the gauges are telling
you that you need to land soon, do it.
My fuel caps are pretty standard, but unless I replace them myself after fueling, how do I know they’ve been put
on securely? Once a long time ago, I was a passenger in a Skyhawk and the right fuel cap had been replaced
slightly cocked by the fuel truck driver. The pilot and I never noticed, and it wasn’t until we took off that the
problem became embarrassingly evident. The low pressure on the top of the wing pulled
streams of fuel up and out, and there was no mistaking the problem as the smell of fuel
filled the cabin. The pilot slowed, called the tower to return for landing and had to fuel the
aircraft all over again. With fuel prices being what they are, it could be almost more for
fiscal than safety reasons that you definitely want to ensure your fuel caps are installed
correctly.

Depending on where you buy your fuel, the people working there may or may not be experienced or well trained
on the do’s and don’ts of fueling various types of aircraft. Years ago, when my Cardinal had a co-owner who did
not do his own fueling, all sorts of miscellaneous scratches accumulated up on the top of the wing and leading
edges near the fuel caps. There have also been Service Bulletins warning people not to rest the fueling nozzle
across the sides of the filler neck because the weight of the hose would apply forces that could crack the filler
neck or cause airframe deformation. Not everyone who is hired to dispense avgas knows about this. If you
choose to let someone else fuel your aircraft, you may want to talk to them first to ensure they do it to your
satisfaction. If you aren’t there when the fueling is done then for safety’s sake and your own peace of mind,
double-check everything before you take-off.
Once the aircraft has been fueled, and you know exactly how much is on board, and with fuel caps secure, be
sure to check the tank sumps for water. Water precipitates out of fuel fairly quickly and will collect at the low
sump points. Take an extra minute to pull a sample. Chances are that if you buy fuel from the same reliable
vendor you will expect to see no water, but don’t assume there isn’t any. Being the safety-minded person that I
am, I’d still like to encourage you to verify that every single time. Just like you ground the mags after every flight
to make sure your prop isn’t “hot”, you’ll be looking for that one-in-a-thousand-times when things are not what you
expect.
Have a safe flight!
Claudia Ferguson
Safety - San Fernando Valley 99s
Aviation Safety Counselor
© CK Ferguson 2016

Diane Titterington-Machado's 1972 C-150 is on
the cover of the April issue of Flight Training
magazine, with her hubby flying. Check out
this issue for more tips on safe flying.

~ the RIGHT seat ~
~ from the Chapter’s active
Flight Instructors

CFIs Carol Bennett & Pam Hengsteler
standing beside runway 20L watching
their students solo!

Student first solo: 3/8/16 Chad Bitterlich
CFI Carol Bennett
(Chad has since soloed 3 more times)

Navy Lieutenant Matt O’Connell,
P-8 Poseidon (B737) pilot,
earned his multi-engine ATP 3/9/16
coached by CFI Diane Myers

Jasper Chang First solo: 2/7/16
CFI Pam Hengsteler

Pam Hengsteler at home ~
~ in the RIGHT seat

OC 99 Angela Munoz on solo X-C: SNA -APV - SNA 3/18/16
Carol Bennett’s student, Angela, wrote about the excitement
of her first solo in January Plane Tales

USAF Captain Ben DeRiggi, KC-135 (B707 tanker)
pilot, earned his multi-engine ATP 3/26/16
coached by CFI Diane Myers

Celebration of the Life of Lisa Valdez Prentiss, daughter of Becky & Frank Valdez
3/5/2016

Flowers sent by our Chapter

My Dear Sister-Friends and co-pilots,
I am so very blessed and honored to be a part of an organization that is so thoughtful, kind and
loving. The beautiful flower bouquet that graced the front of the church during my daughter Lisa’s
celebration of life was breathtakingly beautiful. I noticed different ones walk up to take close up
pictures of its majesty.
All of the loving cards and notes that I received brought me to tears and touched my heart. I don’t
know of anyone who has been showered with the loving sentiments that I have gotten from you
ALL.
Your acts of kindness and generosity have brought me through the worst storm of my life. IFR
conditions but my faith in God is strong and I know that “this too shall pass”.
Thank you to each one of you and please take a moment to tell your loved ones that you love
them.
God Bless you all,
Becky Valdez
OC99’s Chapter Vice Chairman

Becky Valdez at 99s
chapter meeting

Chick in a cockpit

Happy April Birthdays!
11151724-

Esther Horn
Robin McWilliams
Emi Kennedy
Carol Tierney

If we missed your birthday, Happy Belated, and please send the date to Becky Valdez, fxala@hotmail.com .

OUR MISSION
The Ninety-Nines is the international organization of women pilots that promotes
advancement of aviation through education, scholarships, and mutual support
while honoring our unique history and sharing our passion for flight.

Join us Online
Chapter Website - http://oc99s.sws99s.org/new
Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/oc99s
Contact the OC99s - OCninetynines@gmail.com

To a Very Accomplished Woman: All Ninety-Nines

